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Adopting latest Fashion trends 2012 doesnâ€™t mean that following the fashion blindly but it means that
following that type of fashion that suit your personality and your look. Whatever you are wearing it
reflects your inner self.

These days Capri shalwar kameez and frocks are holding more attraction of women not only in
Pakistan but also in India and in other western countries. They are available in wide and great range
of colors and style in casual and formal both types. Frocks were the popular dresses for Mughal era
therefore they represent the classical tradition. Frocks match with the personality of those women
who are innocent and believer of fairytales. While Capri shalwar kmaeez suit those women and girls
who are bold and forward and are also audacious by nature. Fashion trends 2012 also include
changing styles of accessories like friendship bands; earrings; necklaces; sunglasses; waist belts
etc. A casual friendship band with formal stone embellished necklace in different shapes, styles and
colors look very attractive. At the same time charming earrings, a stylish waist belt, big glasses, a
simple and cute colorful bangle can also add an extra element of style and beauty in your
appearance. This trend is very much in use these days in Western and Asian countries. Indian
lehenga is very much in fashion in all over the world. These lehengas are available in unique and
latest styles in different color combinations. These appalling and latest lehenga designs give you a
trendy and better look. Latest fashion in western countries is wearing jeans. With a jacket or a short-
waisted coat your look can also be enhanced. It is great to wear high heel shoes with this dressing
for a more stylish and modern look. For a more sportswear effect you can also opt for ballet flats.
For a complete look in this outfit wear a nice and decent necklace and also a beautiful bag. Street
Fashion trends 2012 are also very popular in youngsters. This is the time of being trendy and stylish
by adopting street fashion. It is very affordable fashion you will not have to spend much money for
adopting this fashion trend. All you have to buy a pair of jeans and a stylish bag. These are popular
in all over the world. Graffiti is most famous and major trend of this fashion. It includes pants; shirts;
t-shirts; and shoes. It gives you a most sober look particularly for summer season.
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